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_ “that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations.”

VOI» ns.

GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1832.

NO. 1©.

has left the Bishop entirely at liberty to admit or Church; a remarkable effect of his zeal upon this
refuse. He never turned them over to the care subject may not be improper to be here related.
of a chaplain or Archdeacon, farther than to try In his first visitation at Salisbury he urged the au
GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTER.
their skill in the learned languages. He examin thority of St. Bernard, who being consulted by
FADED HOURS.
ed them himself as to the proofs of the Christian one of his followers, whether he might not accept
BY JOHN RANDOLPH SUTERSIE1STER.
religion, the authority of the Scriptures, and the of two benefices, replied, ‘And how will you be
nature ot the Gospel covenant. If they were de able to serve both?’ ‘I intend,' answered the
Oh! for my bright and faded hours,
When life was like a summer stream,
ficient in those, he dismissed them at once, with priest, ‘to officiate in one of them by deputy.’
On whose gay banks the virgin flowers
proper directions how to be better prepared for ‘Will your deputy be damned for you too? (cried
Blush’d in the morning’s rosy beam—
a second trial; but if they were competently the saint.) Believe me you may serve your cure
Or danc’d upon the breeze that bore
knowing in these essential points, he went through by proxy, but you must be damned in person!’
Its stores of rich perfume along,
While the wood-robin poured in air
the other heads of divinity with less strictness. This expression so affected Mr. Kelsey, a pious
The ravishing delight of song!
When he was once satisfied with their capacity, and worthy clergyman there present, that he im
The sun looked from his lofty cloud,
he next directed his discourse to their conscience: mediately resigned the rectory of Bemerton, worth
While flowed its sparkling waters fair,
he laid before them the baseness of taking up a two hundred pounds a year, which he then held
And went upon his pathway proud,
sacred profession, merely for the lucre or subsist with one of greater value. Nor was this Chris
And threw a brighter lustre there—
ence it might afford; lie gave them a distinct view tian act of self-denial without its reward; for
And smiled upon the golden heaven,
of all the branches of the pastoral care, (of which though their principles in Church matters were
And on the earth’s sweet loveliness,
Where light and joy and song were given,
he published a Treatise for the use of his diocese very opposite, the Bishop conceived such an es
The glad and fairy scene to bless!
in 1692,) and endeavored strongly to dissuade teem for him, from this action, that he not only
Ay, these were bright and joyous hours,
them from entering into holy orders, unless they prevailed with the chapter to elect him a canon,
'When Youth awoke from boyhood’s dream
were firmly resolved to perform all the duties of but likewise made him Archdeacon ol Sarum, and
To see life’s Eden dress’d in flowers,
their function; more particularly to lead such lives gave him one of the best prebends in the Church.
While young Hope bask’d in morning’s beamas might not contradict the doctrines they were
Among other valuable services, Bishop Burnet
And proffered thanks to heaven above,
to teach. A,day or two before ordination he sub was especialy instrumental in procuring that the
While glowed his fond and grateful breast,
That spread for him that scene of love,
mitted all those whom he had accepted to the ex tenths and first fruits paid by the clergy, should
And made him so supremely blest!
amination of the Dean and Prebendaries, that so be appropriated for the enlargement of small liv
That scene of love—where hath it gone?
he might have their approbation.
ings. He had observed that the chief strength
Where hath its charms and beauty sped?
“ As the pastoral care, and the admitting none of the dissenters lay in market towns where the
My hours of youth that o’er me shone—
to it who were not duly qualified, was always up benefices are generally very small, and, as in his
Where have their light and spendor fled?
permost in his thoughts, he concluded that he own diocese, they were principally in the gift of
Into the silent lapse of years!
And I am left on earth to mourn—
could not render a more useful service to religion, the Lord Chancellor Somers, who left the nomina
And I am left to drop my tears
to the Church, and more especially to his own di tions in the Bishop’s hands, he endeavored to ren
O’er Mem’ry’s lone and icy urn !
ocese, than by forming under his eye a number of der them worthy of the acceptance of a compe
Y'et why pour forth the voice of wail,
divines, well instructed in all the articles of tlieir tent minister, by attaching to each of them a preO’er feelings’ blighted coronal?
duty. He resolved, therefore, at his own charge, hendal stall in his cathedral, and taking a bond
Ere many gorgeous suns shall fail,
to maintain a small nursery of students in divinity from the incumbent, that in case of leaving the
I shall be gathered in my pall!
at Salisbury, who might follow their studies till diocese, he should also resign the prebend. These
Oh! my dark hours on earth are few—
My hopes are crushed, my heart is riv’n,
he should be able to provide for them. They were, efforts to do good were, however, impeded by le
And I shall soon bid life adieu,
ten in number, to each of whom he allowed a sala gal and other difficulties, so that his lordship felt
To seek enduring joys in heaven!
ry of thirty pounds a year; they were admitted to more and more the importance of attempting the
him once every day, to give an account of their enlargement of the smaller livings in some other
biography.
progress in learning, to propose to him such diffi way; and he was thus induced to exert himself
culties as they met with in the course of their more earnestly on behalf of a plan which he had
Abridged from the London Christian Guardian.
reading, and to hear a lecture from him upon some some years previously suggested.”
MEMOIR OF BISHOP BURNET.
speculative or practical point of divinity or on
While Bishop Burnet was thus endeavoring to
[concluded.]
some part of the pastoral functions, which lasted promote the temporal welfare of the clergy, he
“In the intervals of Parliament, when the Bish above an hour. During the Bishop’s absence, the was still more anxiously engaged in laboring for
op was not upon his progress through his diocese, learned Dr. Whitby supplied his place, in over their moral and religious improvement; with this
his usual residence was at Salisbury; there he looking and directing their studies. By this means view especially he composed his two valuable
preached during the whole time of his stay, the our author educated several young clergymen, works, “ An Exposition of the Thirty-nine Arti
Thursday’s lecture, founded at St. Thomas’s who proved an honor to the Church; but as this cles,” and his “Treatise on the Pastoral Care;”
Church; he likewise preached and confirmed eve came to be considered as a present provision, with ; works which deserve the serious perusal of every
ry Sunday morning, in some Church of that city, sure expectation of a future settlement, he was ! one who intends engaging in the sacred ministry,
or of the neighborhood roundabout it; and in the continually importuned, and sometimes imposed though at the same time they must be regarded as
evening he had a lecture in his own chapel, to upon, as to the persons recommended to be of in various respects defective. They give a just
which great crowds resorted, wherein he explain their number: and the foundation itself was so and exalted view of the ministerial character and
ed some portion of Scripture out of the Gospels maliciously exclaimed at, as a designed affront responsibility, and contain much sound theological
and Epistles in the Liturgy. He generally came upon the method of education at Oxford, that he information; but there is a considerable obscuri
down from London, some days before Lent, on was prevailed upon, after some years, to lay it ty on some important points, such for instance as
purpose to prepare the youth of the two great wholly aside.
the nature of justification by faith, and the doc
schools for confirmation, by catechising them eve
“Our author was a warm and constant enemy trine of the Holy Spirit’s influences: the want of
ry week during that season, in the Cathedral to pluralities of livings, not indeed where the two clear views on these important topics, appears to
Church, and instructing them in the same manner Churches lay near each other, and were but poor have materially interfered with the Bishop's use
as he did those in the other towns of his diocese. ly endowed, for in that case he rather encouraged fulness. However highly we may estimate his zeal,
And to render this task of instruction more easy them, as knowing the laborer was worthy his hire. diligence and personal devotion, we must ever re
to the rest of the clergy, he at length published But whensoever non-residence was the conse gret that his ministrations were not more decided
an explanation of the Church Catechism in the quence of a plurality, he used his utmost endeav ly evangelical.
year 1710.
The latter part of his lordship's life was very
or to prevent it, and in some cases hazarded a sus
“ No part of the Episcopal office was more strict' pension rather than give institution. In his char much spent in retirement, in abstraction from the
ly attended to by him than the examination of ges to the clergy he exclaimed against pluralities, world, and in correcting and completing the histhose who came for Orders: in this matter the law as a sacrilegious robbery of the revenues of the tory of his own times, a work he had begun have.:
REA7. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.
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bendal residence of Ken. This was peremptorily
twenty years before, and which he directed should are over, the work of Grace is evidently progress refused by Ken. “Not for his kingdom!” was his
not be published until six years after his decease. ing’
—
~~
- , Oct 12. 1832.
virtuous reply. It is even said that this holy man
Walterborough
This work abounds in important and interesting
finding, on his going to Winchester for his turnof
On
last
Thursday,
a
religious
meeting
was
com

information, though the freedom with which the
residence, that his house was thus tenanted, eject,
Bishop writes has called forth many enemies, who menced in this place by Ministers of various de ed the favorite. The King, though a libertine
nominations,
and
closed
this
day.
You
may
re

have severely inveighed against him. In so exten
himself, showed his respect for consistency and
sive a publication,—involving so many interests, collect, that last fall many individuals here were virtue, by promoting Ken, soon afterward, to the
and animadverting on the conduct and motives of brought to a profession of religion in consequence bishopric of Bath and Wells. “Odds fish!” said
all the leading men of the day—there are, no of a meeting held by Presbyterian Ministers. But the King, “who shall have Bath and Wells, but
doubt, some mistakes; yet the authors veracity these were comparatively few. Ihey were enough the little fellow who would not give poor Nelly
appears unquestionable, and subsequent publica however, to embolden another effort, and to en a lodging!” In the chamber of death, Charles
tions have confirmed many points which, on the courage our Ministers in the belief that more hear
found more comfort in the attendance of this faith
first appearance of his history, were regarded as ing would produce more religion. Nor have they ful minister, than in that of all the rest who sur
doubtful; the more carefully we compare Bishop been disappointed. The result has exceeded the rounded his bed.
Burnet’s history with other narratives of the same most ardent hopes of the most pious, and has car
This prelate was accused to James of having so
ried amazement and wonder to the irreligious. On
period, the more satisfactory it will appear.
The Bishop usually rose at five in summer, and each day the interest in the meeting increased, commented on the character of Daniel, at the
six in winter, spending the first two hours in pri and every argument and appeal fell upon the at court of Darius, as to justify disobedience to the
vate meditation and devotion. His first and last tentive audience, with deeper and deeper solem ruling Prince: the only answer which the King,
appearance in his family each day was at prayers nity. The business of the town ceased—conver who, having himself been absent from chapel, sent
when he always officiated himseif. After break sation on common topics ceased, and the mind for Ken, could elicit, was, “If your Majesty had
fast he spent an hour, every morning instructing seemed to be driven in upon itself in the business not neglected your own duty of being present, my
his children, principally in the Holy Scriptures, of strict and solemn self-examination. Monday enemies would have missed this opportunity of
and then retired to his study, where he usually and Tuesday were the days of the General Elec accusing me.”
spent six or eight hours. He kept an open table, tion, yet the Polls were either not attended, or
From the London Child’s Companion.
at which he encouraged cheerful and instructive the voters dropped their votes into the Ballot Box,
THE BEGGAR’S WALLET.
conversation, and where he was frequently favor and went away. At the close of the services, the
It was an old beggar that passed me in the twi
ed with the company of pious and distinguished result is that between sixty and seventy individu
als, nearly half of whom are male adults, have light carrying a bundle of matches. I caught a
personages.
Bishop Burnet disapproved of reserving any determined to pursue the walk of a Christian life, glimpse of his figure by the light of a lamp, as he
part of his ecclesiastical revenue as a provision for and several others appear deeply anxious as to limped along with assistance of a stickjn his right
his family, and therefore devoted all which remain their religious situation. In fact, almost the whole hand, and stamping with his wooden leg. His
ed, after the unavoidable expenses of his estab mass of the population are now pious, as far as hu clothes were made of shreds and patches; the
lishment were defrayed, to charitable purposes, to man discernment can extend, rejoicing in the hope arms of his coat were rent almost up to his elbows;
which also he contributed the salary which he re of salvation. A complete revolution must be pro his hat had no crown, and he carried a large wal
ceived as tutor to the Duke of Gloucester. He duced in the whole frame of this society, and the let slung across his shoulder. Seeing him turn up
gave large sums for the augmentation of small pure religion of Christ be its grand characteristic. a court, I had the curiosity to follow him. He
I know the world will say,—nay, some profes entered a dirty-looking dwelling, and closed the
livings, for the relief of poor clergymen, the edu
cation of students at the Universities, the repara sors of Christianity will say, that this is all “ animal door, but through a clink in the window shutter,
tion or building of Churches, parsonage houses, excitement.” Without stopping to animadvert I observed him as he took his wallet from his back
&c. His usual allowance for charity was five hun upon the absurdity of the phrase “animal excite and placed it on the table. The house he had en
dred pounds per annum, but while tutor to the ment,” I would state, that the sermons andaddreses, tered was a lodging house, for there wrere several
Duke of Gloucester, he devoted annually above to say the least of them, were quite as intellectu other beggars there, judging them by their dress,
two thousand pounds to benevolent purposes, and al, and stronger, than any I ever heard in the City seated by the fire. The old beggar, after putting
he adhered so strictly to this system, that at the of Charleston, excepting in two instances. Nor his stick and his matches in the corner, counted
time of his death, the residue of his Episcopal was the audience of such a character, that words over the halt-pence which he had in his pocket,
revenues was found barely adequate to the pay of mere “sound and fury” would affect them. The among which I saw a shilling and one or two six
ment of his debts.
Ministers were undoubtedly in earnest, as if they pences. He then emptied his wallet, and such a
In March, 1715, Bishop Burnet was seized with really did believe the doctrine they inculcated, that strange mixture of provisions I never saw before:
a violent cold, which eventually issued in a pleu the soul of man is immortal; but they did not ex bread, potatoes, and cabbage; meat, cheese, and
ritic fever, of which he died in the seventy-second hibit more earnestness than is common every day pudding, were mingled together. Here was part
year of his age, and was buried in the parish at the Bar. The truth appears to me, to be this: of a sheep’s head, and there the tail of a fish;
Church of James's, CIcrkenwell. He received, Those who are brought to a sense of the impor bits of bacon, and half-picked legs and wings of
we are told, the intimation of his danger with tance of religion at these meetings, are no more a fowl; remnants of all kinks, boiled, roasted, bak
calm resignation, and employed the short remnant excited, than those who are changed by the course ed, and stewed, were heaped together, and part of
of his life in fervent devotion, and in pious and of ordinary preaching. Nor are they changed a pig’s foot lay close to the red back of a lobster.
prudent advice, and exhortation to his family.
upon less reflection, although in a shorter space of The old beggar proceeded to sort out his various
time. The attention is arrested—arrested for days provisions; but just at that moment, I heard two
RELIGIOUS,
together, and this is the whole secret of the suc beggars come laughing up the court, so I left my
cess of these continued meetings. Attention, con standing place and walked away, reflecting on
From the Charleston Mercury.
sideration, is all that true religion wants: and what I had seen.
REVIVALS OF RELIGION.
I thought I might learn something from the cal
In another part of this morning’s paper will be these being withheld, is in fact, the great difficul
ty
which
impedes
its
progress
to
ou/hearts.
Un

ling
of the old beggar. Not that I had any dis
found a very interesting account of the recent
Revival at Walterborough; and the friends of Re der ordinary circumstances, what is heard once or position to imitate him in limping about from place
ligion, we are sure, will wot be the less gratified twice a week is forgotten, or drowned in the cares to place, and feigning more misery and wretched
or affected by its perusal, when they learn that of life, before the voice is heard again; but when ness than he really had to contend with; or to col
the writer of it, (one of the converts) is a distin the whole scheme of our pure and sublime reli lect in a wallet the odds and ends; the cheese
guished member of the Legislature, and a gentle gion is laid out in some twenty or thirty sermons parings and mouldy crusts, which, mingled with
man who is well known and highly respected as a and pressed home upon the mind day after day in other things, he had gathered together. No! but
politician and a lawyer. Nor was he the only in succession, with faithfulness and ability, the effect I thought I would set up a wallet of my own; that
dividual of talent and distinction who has thus hap is inevitable. The. Camp Meetings of the Metho- I would pick up every bit of advice; every mor
pily been convinced of the truth of Christianity, thodists accomplish this object, and their success sel of instruction; every remnant of wisdom that
and been made the subject of its renewing power. as a denomination, I am satisfied is greatly attri fell in my way during the day; in short, every thing
Another gentleman, still higher in political station, butable to this instrument. Every denomination that might be useful to myself and others; and
and universally admired, as well for his amiable should now adopt these protracted meetings— that, at night, I would regularly, like the old beg
and manly qualities as for his eloquence, has also their efficacy is beyond doubt or cavil. The seal gar, examine the contents of my wallet. Full of
been converted, and, like his friend, has determin  of experience, and of God’s approbation, is put my plan, I walked home reflecting on the best way
ed to make a public profession of religion, and to upon them, in the blaze of success which accom of putting it in practice; and when I went to bed
devote himself hereafter to the service of God.— panies them—and if any one denomination, whilst at night I dreamed of the old beggar, whom I once
We learn by another letter that there were at least others adopt, shall set its face against them, it will more saw spreading out before him the contents
fifty converts, and that they were principally males cease to exist as a Christian Church or will of his wallet. The following morning I began
—many of them men of influence and energy as exist like a Free Masons Lodge; a very good place to collect, and making a wallet of my memory,
politicians, who had previously been ardently and for decent morality but no abode for'the Gospel stored up any thing, and every thing, that, came in
constantly engaged in the political contests of the of Christ I shall join the Church of my forefathers, my way likely to answer my purpose. The first
thing I noticed, was a gouty rich man, making
day. I here were also many converts at the late the Episcopal Church.
wry faces as his servants in livery lifted him from
meeting in Beaufort, A meeting commenced at
ministerial fidelity.
his carriage, whilst a poor man, without shoes and
McPhersonville on the 11th instant, which was to
vv rinL t?e Stay °f. the licentious Charles II, stockings, trudged along with a stout staff in his
have continued several days. Our correspondent at Winchester,
a lodging was demanded for Nell hand, and a bundle at his back, whistling merrily.
»ays that “although the services at Walterborough Gwinn, the Kmg’s favorite of the hour, in the preThis occurrence I directly popped into niy wallet,
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she must in a moral sence, belong to England.—
But I believe that God is beginning to fulfil, by
England, as an instrument, the promise that the
universal dominion shall be given to him, in whose
name the Missionaries go forth—of him who is
ridingforth on the white horse conquering and to
conq uer.

for it taught me that riches did not always protect of God, 'he greater the condemnation of the im
a man from calamity, nor poverty render him un penitent suner. While the aged live, the young
happy. Soon after this, I noticed an old pair of may be taksn away by death. The sinner cannot
shoes, which had been thrown out into the street; hide his sin from the all-seeing eye of God. The
they were soon picked up by a man who put them hearts of the young are often prone to cruelty and
on his feet, and left his own in their place, think oppression. The power of God is defence to the
ing them not worth carrying away, but a poor righteous, though it is a scourge to the wicked.
fellow happened to come by who had no shoes at Without the grace of God the rich are miserably
all, and he seemed very glad of them, and walked poor, and with it the poor are immeasurably rich. HOW TO RENDER A RELIGIOUS PAPER INTEREST
I was so satisfied with what I had picked up
away thinking himself a very lucky fellow. This
ING.
circumstance also I put into my wallet; I learned that from that day to this, I have always carried
The following lines, addressed to the editor of the Boston
my
wallet
with
me.
•
Every
day
I
keep
my
eyes
and
by it, that what one despises another values; and
Recorder, willjiot be found out of place in our columes. We
that however useless a thing may be to one, it ears open, and have abundant reason at night to ask for them the attention of readers and correspondents:—
be thankful for the gleanings of the day. If you
may be of great use to another.
Mr. Editor—On the day when the Recorder
On turning the corner of the street, I saw a will do the same thing, you will reap the same ad arrives, I take my cane and move off' towards the
crowd of people gathered around a man who had vantage, and we shall both of us have learned post-office feeling uneasy till I get hold of it. I
fallen down dead in a fit of apoplexy. This was, something useful by the Beggars Wallet.
carry it home and sit down, not expecting to be
indeed, an alarming occurrence, and I tailed not
very much interested in it, and in such a state of
From
the
Missionary
Register.
to put it carefully into my wallet. It reminded
mind that my expectations are usually fulfilled—
THE MISSIONARY SPIRIT.
me of the certainty of death, and of the necessi
I am not very much interested in reading the Recorder.
ty of an immediate preparation for eternity, by
One hundred years ago, there was not, strictly I have tried to find fault, and to wonder if I could
faith in the Lamb of God, who alone taketh away speaking, a single Protestant Missionary Society not make things go better, if I could have the
in operation; with the exception, at least, of the honor of occupying the great chair in which
the sins of the world.
An old man, with grey hairs on his head, stag Danish Mission in the South of India. Every Chris our Editor sits. I have tried to cast the blame
gered out of a gin-shop. I watched him as he tian Mission among the Heathen was a Roman here and there, and have looked about for a scape
reeled along, muttering words too bad to repeat. Catholic Mission; and the only religion in the goat. After many musings and secret cogitations,
It was a sorry sight, but I popped it among the world which was not making progress, was the I have made a great discovery. I have discover
other things into my walllet, for it gave me anoth Protestant Faith. During the past century, there ed that the great cause why I do not feel a deep
er instance of the forbearance and long sufferance has taken place an extraordinary change in the interest in the Recorder is—myself. The blame
of God. No doubt this man had lived his three distribution of political power; which has placed mustand oughttofall upon myself. And I presume
score years and ten in open rebellion to his hea the Protestant Nations, collectively, ahead of the many ministers of Christ can say the same in re
venly Father, and to Jesus Christ our Lord; and Roman Catholic States, and England at the head gard to themselves.
yet he was not cut off, but allowed space for repen of them all. There is now no Roman Catholic
“The fact is, I have never sat down an hour,
tance. If he repent not, how much greater will Mission which is not in a state of decay.
and thought if I could do any thing to add life
be his sins? An hour after, I met a funeral. An
The Missionary spirit has been sent down upon or interest to your paper. If I have had a narra
aged woman carried a little coffin under her arm. us as a nation, and is reviving the church. We tive to publish which I supposed would be inter
I did not forget to deposit this event in my wallet. have seen this spirit enter into venerable and de esting, I may or I may not have committed it to
It told me that the young, as well as the old, were cayed systems of polity, and they have seemed to writing; and when on paper I may or I may not
liable to be called away by death: and it seemed be inspired with new life; it has been seen to have sent it to you. "When I have had any agency
to say “Remember now thy Creator in the days of check the progress of moral corruption in those and needed a few columns in which to praise the
thy youth.” A friend, whom I met, told me that institutions which were previously exhibiting signs object, I have claimed your columns for the pur
a man had just been taken up for a murder, com of rapid decay: it has also entered the meagre pose. When I have thus written officially you have
mitted ten years before. The moment my friend skeleton of cold orthodoxy, and that has started always inserted my pieces, whether I was begging
left me, I put what he had told me into my wallet, into life. That spirit we may justly regard as the for a College or for some Society, and I have felt
for it instructed me that sin, though hidden for a conservative principle both of our ecclesiastical that you were under a reasonable obligation to me
season, would assuredly at last be made known; institutions and of our national prosperity.
for such communications. But as to sitting down
“Be sure your sin will find you out.” Not long
Dr. Southy has remarked—and he must be deem to think or write for the Recorderfor the purpose
afterwards, I saw, at a distance, a boy pull the ear ed a competent and impartial witness—“The rise
of a lesser boy, and run away with his ball. As and progress of a missionary Spirit will be one of of making it more interesting or more useful, I have
he ran off, however, he was met by a still bigger the most remarkable features of the present age. never dreamed of such an act. I have never inquir
boy, who not only made him deliver up the ball, Yet its rise was so obscure, as scarcely to be no ed whether your files were full or empty, whether
but gave him a sound drubbing into the bargain. ticed:” and this remarkable circumstance attend your hands were strong or drooping, whether you
This was a trifling circumstance, but I thought it ed it which shows that the work is not of man, were so prospered as to spurn such help as mine,
worth putting into my wallet, for it told me that but of God—that not a single Missionary institution or were discouraged and needed support. These
little boys practiced cruelty and oppression as well has been formed, not a single Missionary enterprize are matters about which I have never troubled
as great men, and that he who acts unjustly will undertaken, which did not meet, with opposition myself, and I presume it is so with four-fifths of
meet with punishment. In the middle of the day and scorn in the first instance—not merely from the clergymen of Massachusetts. Who is the
there was a storm of thunder and lightning. I the world, nor from the jealousy of evangelical friend that you love, if not that one upon whom
could not but put up this event in my wallet; it parties, but from that very body in which it origin you have bestowed your care and anxiety? And
impressed my mind with the amazing power of the ated. Nor ought we to overlook one important does not the same principle hold good in regard
Almighty, and I thought, that if that power was result, Missionary Institutions have afforded a to a religious paper? If the ministers of Christ
against me, nothing could save me from destruc stronger demonstration of the Unity ofo the Faith would only consider that no Editor has ever yet
tion; but if it was for me, nothing could injure a than perhaps any other event could have exhibit been created who can alone, and unaided sustain
hair of my head. I called upon a poor pious wo ed to the infidel world. Our separation of denom a periodical, and make it valuable, and that they
man, who once had a large property, and kept inations is, in itself a stumbling block to the infidel: can in no way with so little expenditure of thought
her carriage. “I was unhappy,” said she, “when it tends to obscure that cardinal article, “The and time, do so much good, it does seem as if they
I was rich, for I knew nothing of the grace of the Unity of the Catholic Church:” but, however di would feel a deep and practical interest in writ
Redeemer; but I am happy now I am poor, for I vided we may be in this country, when our Mis ing for the Recorder, and thus increasing its
find that in the midst of poverty, God’s grace is sionaries go abroad, ecclesiastical jealousies are interest and its power.
“There never was a good paper whose interest
sufficient for me.” You may be sure that I did left behind. The very reverse has been the case
not neglect to treasure up what she had said in my with the Roman Catholic Missions: no sooner did and power did not depend almost wholly upon its
wallet. I saw clearly that without the love of God the Church of Rome send out the Franciscans, correspondents; and it is vain to put you or any
the rich are miserably poor; and that with it, the the Dominicans, and the Jesuits, as Missionaries, other man into the chair Editorial and bid him to
poor are immeasurably rich.
than, in the distant fields of labor, they began plot- niaKe brick without straw. It is unreasonable,
The day had passed, the stars were in the sky, ting against, each other. But is any thing of this and it is unchristian. And if any man's interest
and the bright moon was sailing tranquilly through kind found in our Missions? Send out a Church in your paper flags, let him inquire if it be not
the heavens, when I sat me down to examine the man, a Wesleyan, an Independent, a Baptist, to that he does nothing to increase its interest, and
contents of my wallet, and to see whether I had distant climes—and there in the presence of mil he will discover the cause, and not complain of
collected any thing that w,ould be profitable to my lions of idolaters, they dare not stand upon their the effect.—I confess this is the first time for five
self, or to another. What I had gathered was ecclesiastical differences; but exhibit, both abroad years that I have lifted a finger, except to pay my
confusedly mingled together, like the odds and and by re-action at home, the essential unity of bills, with the express design of benefitting the Re
ends of the beggar; but after a little care in sepa our common Protestant faith. Now, in this point corder. If any of my brethren have done so, I
rating one thing from another, I placed the instruc of view, again the Missionary spirit is the conser hope they will imitate my example of repentance.”
('and bring forth the fruits of it too.)
tion that I had received in the following order.— vative spirit of our institutions.
V
0. E. T.
Riches will not protect a man from calamity, nor
And it is the conservative spirit of our country
poverty always render him unhappy. The thing for it is this, which alone will secure to us our dis
As snow is of itself cold, yet warms and refresh
which is useless to one, may be of great use to tant possessions. I know not whether, five hun
another. He who prepares not for death, may dred years hence, India may belong to Great Bri- es the earth; so afflictions, though in themselves
be, suddenly taken away without the opportunity tian or not; but I know, that if the English faith grievous, yet keep the soul of the Christian warm,
of preparation. The greater the long-suffering i be planted there, and the Bible be planted there,' and make it fruitful.
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genius, the favorite abode of the arts, aim
gem to be polished for the owners ddight
lovely plant, to be kept and tended awhile on mirror of fashion, whither the flower of nobilih
earth, till a place were prepared lor it ma kind from all countries resorted, to acquire the last
How just, Mr. Editor, in a moral as well as in lier soil above. And though its training for tnat polish of which the human character is susceptible
tellectual application are the words of the serious happy region was neglected by a worldly parent, yet Lulled in voluptuous repose, and dreaming of j
a divine hand was mercifully interposed to pi event philosophical millenium, without dependence oa
poet.
the consequences of this neglect. Affliction,“ that God, like the generation before the flook they ate,
Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,
And waste its sweetness on the desert air.
cometh not forth of the dust,’ was laid heavily upon they drank, they married, they weregivenin marriage
In that exuberant soil, every thing seemed u
As piety is an unobtrusive principle that courts this family. Sickness,in its most fearful forms visited flourish but religion and virtue. The season, how.
their
abode,
and
laid
six
of
its
inmates
at
one
time
on
not the admiration of the world, and lives not on
ever, had at length arrived, when God was resolvthe food ol human praise, but draws its life and the bed of languishment. Death followed close
ed to punish their impiety, as well as avenge the
loveliness from Heaven, and opens its charms to in its train, and as its first victim, seized upon a
“ Him who seeth in secret,” many of its brightest beloved neice and cousin, early drove reason from blood of his servants, whose souls for a century
examples live and die, unhonored and unknown. its seat, and hurried her off, uttering the wild cries had been incessantly crying to him from under
Like the dew-drop which the morning sun chang of delirium, and as we feared, unprepared for her the altar. And what method did he employ for
es to a brilliant pearl, to glitter in its own bright great change, and with no sure hope of Heaven. this purpose ? When He, to whom Vengeance be
beam, they derive their lovely graces from the Its next two victims were twin children—a broth longs,, when . He, whose ways are unsearchable,
“Sun of righteousness,” and exhibit them only to er and a sister, and as they were lovely and pleas and whose wisdom is inexhaustible, proceeded to
his all-seeing eye.—It is evidently best sometimes ant in their lives—so in death they were not divi the execution of this strange work, he drew from
that it should be so. The Christian in himself is ded.—Their eyes closed upon the light of the his treasure a weapon he had never employed be
always weak, and if he knows himself will always same day, and they were laid peacefully together fore. Resolving to make their punishment as sig
nal as their crimes, he neither let loose an inunda
feel the necessity of the petition, “lead us not into in the same shroud.
Upon E------ these affecting scenes, and heart- tion of powerful nations, nor the desolating pow
temptation.” It is not, because he has resolved
to live to God, and has renounced the world, and searching calls “to be also ready,” had their pro ers of the universe. He neither overwhelmed
promised with confident Peter, “though I should per influence.—Indeed almost from the first mo them with earthquakes, nor visited them with pes
die with thee, yet will I not deny thee,”—it is on ment of her attack her mind semed very forcibly tilence. He summoned from themselves a feroci
none of these accounts, that he is safe and secure drawn to serious things. She was often importun ty more terrible than either, a ferocity, which
of Heaven: but it is because he has a Keeper who ing her visitors and attendants to read to her “ the mingling in their struggle for liberty, and borrowing i
hedges up his way, and orders his goings, who words of eternal life,” and the anxious look, and aid from that very refinement to which it seemed
strengthens his heart in the hour of temptation, earnest inquiries with which they were beard, will to be exposed, turned every man’s hand against hill
and covers his head in the day of spiritual con not soon be forgotten. Her Bible and prayer book neighbor, and spared no age, nor sex, nor rank, 1
flict and peril; or oftener perhaps, removes him were constantly beside her pillow, and were often till satiated with the ruin of greatness, the distres
away from the noise and excitement, and collision consulted as her best counsellors and comforters ses of innocence, and the tears of beauty, it terof the world to the quiet scenes of solitude, and in the hour of sickness and bereavement. It was minated its career in the most unrelenting despo
there securely “keeps from the provoking of all evident that the Spirit of God, by these means, tism. “Thou art righteous, 0 Lord, which art,
men,” and hides in his pavillion till every calamity was carrying on that work of renovation which which wast, and which shall be, because thou hast
be overpast. While there have been many such was to fit her for the holy enjoyments of Heaven. judged thus, for they have shed the blood of saints
Christians, who have lived to a good old age, and It was evident that as the outward man decayed, and prophets, and thou hast given them blood to
“walked with God” like Enoch, and were so little the image of God within was renewed day by drink; for they are worthy.”—Robert Hall.
known and noticed in the world, that it was hard day—that the immortal part was laying aside its
ly observed when they died, and all the record of earthliness, and pluming its wings for its upward
From the Episcopal Recorder.
their departure is summed up in the single sen flight.—But it was not until the day preceding that
AN
UNWELCOME
TRUTH.
tence “ They are not, for God too!; them—there of her release, that the joy and peace of believing
There are some truths plainly deducible from
have been a few, more favored still, who became were fully hers.—Then it was that the Saviour was
new creatures in Christ Jesus, not to bear his yoke pleased to manifest himself to her, as he does not the word of God, which require strong faith for
on earth, but to wear the crown which he confers unto the world, and the nearer she approached their reception as simple matters of fact, though
in Heaven; who were taken away from the evil to the confines of the grave, the brighter grew her in theory they are generally received. Look
come, before they had been left to know by expe prospects, and the more glorious and steadfast at the beautiful and accomplished young lady,
rience the bitterness of having “fallen from their were her hopes, “Weep not for me,” she would carefully educated in the practice of every ex
first love,” of having yielded to the allurements say, “I am happier than this world can make ternal virtue, and according to the strictest code
of the world, or in any way, brought leanness into me,—I know that my Redeemer liveth,—He hath of this world’s morals, free from even a suspicion
their souls, and provoked the hidings of their heav loved me and given himself for me.” She spoke of guilt. See her almost angelic form—observe
enly Father’s countenance—As soon as the grace cheerfully of the preparations for her burial, and her modest deportment—her kindness to all around
of God had tuned their hearts to the melody of talked of all the usually fearful accompaniments —her perfect freedom from any disposition to do
Heaven, they are taken thither to enjoy it. Like of death with perfect calmness and self posses otherwise than add to the pleasure of all with
the thief on the cross, almost in the moment of sion.—She warned her relatives and friends to seek whom she associates. Follow her steps to the
believipg, they hear the faithful promise, which without delay an interest in Christ, and thus to house of the public worship of her Maker—she
was given him, “This day thou shalt be with me be prepared to meet her in Heaven.—She hade is with His children, and apparently sincere in her
in Paradise.”
them witness, how in her case He had taken away attention to their pious services in the courts ot
These cases are, indeed, few; yet God, to mag the sting of death, had put a new song into her the Lord. Can this same lovely creature, (as she
nify his grace, has seen fit to exhibit them to the [ mouth, and so lighted up the dark valley, that her is in all human eyes,) be now an enemy of God,
world. If they are abused, and a holy life he I passage through it was not only peaceful, but tri- already a condemned criminal and in momentary
neglected, and hopes of a death-bed repentance umphant. As she felt the chills of death to be danger of eternal “destruction from His presence
indulged to the ruin ol the soul: it is done in the I creeping on her, she called all who were present and the glory of His power?” It is even so, un
face ot a thousand providential warnings, and ex- ’ at the time around her bed, and in a clear unfal- less she have been born again, made a new crea
press declarations to the contrary in the word of; tering voice hid each an affectionate farewell, and ture in Christ. But hard must be their hearts who
then raising her eyes to Heaven, and commending do not weep when this terrible truth is applied to
Some notice of a case like these, may not he her spirit to Him who gave it, in the words of the some in the circle of their acquaintance.
devoid of interest and instruction to some of your dying Stephen, she literally “slept in Jesus.”—
There are cases of this kind, where we might
readers.
Thus died one, whose prospects in this world, had for a moment hope that a work of divine grace
E----- was the first horn of intelligent and doat- she lived, were bright and flattering, who was sur had been commenced in thehedrt; but propose to
ing parents. Tier father was a physician of ex rounded by kind and admiring friends, and was the individual to profess Christ openly, to forsake
tensive practise, and eminent skill. Ilis young possessed of every thing to make life desirable__ vain pursuits, to become regular in all the secret
daughter, in the vigor of her mind, and beauty of These brilliant prospects were all freely and joy duties of the Christian, but especially to engage
her fair form and features, was the exact image of fully resigned. And I am sure, if worlds could in the active service of Christ, to seek the salva
her father, differing only in exhibiting the gentler have come into competition, they would have been tion of her fellow sinners—is she ready thus to
graces of womanhood, modesty and delicacy of given up as cheerfully, for the “hope full of im- evince her love of a divine Redeemer? Will she
feeling. She was evidently the idol of his heart— [ mortality,” which then filled the soul of this young leave all to follow Him ? No, alas, she is not pre
the “creature
loved by him more than the
1'yry- only wish for myself and all who pared for this step. But why not? It is the least,
it
, Crea- I believer.
. „
M
tor
lie bestowed upon her all the advantages I snail read this account, is that we may so live the that true love of God, true love of her neighbor,
ot education,
but i Hfe of faith here>that our last end may be like will allow het to do. The service of God is the
nntrnn which his situation afforded: U...
neglected in a great measure, if not entirely, the hers.
J A*a
only occupation fit for an intelligent being; the
religious culture of her heart. Uc evidently
salvation of her fellow men more important than
thought of her, as a being given to him to lavish
FRANCE IN 1790,
the temporal interests of whole nations: why is
his affections upon, to dress up with the decora
Ii
OR LIBERTY WITHOUT RELIGION.
she not ready to act her part as a child of her hea
tions of earth, in order to draw the admiration of
If you had wished to figure to yourself a coun venly Father? No cause can be assigned except
others, and to become his pride, for whose sake, try which had reached the utmost pinnacle of the want of love to Him and to the kingdom ot H's
life and this fading world would be dearer to him, prosperity, you would undoubtedly have turned
and obtain a stronger hold upon his heart:—while your eyes to France, as she appeared a few months Son. That affection would at once separate rer
he forgot that she was only a loan from God,_ a before the revolution; illustrious in learning and from the world and secure her open avowal ol a
herence to the despised few, who imitate the once
For the Gambier Observer.
THE DEATH-BED OF THE YOUNG AND
BEAUTIFUL.
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despised but now glorified Redeemer. Christians continue to follow the world, and her endless de foolish enou h to do like ,vise, His heart grows
are spoken of as dead to sin, and being again alive struction is inevitable.
cold and hard, he declines in the spirit of devo
to righteousness, they “walk in newness of life.”
These remarks were commenced with particular tion, he embraces some pernicious error, neglects
Newness of life is to pursue a new course of con reference to those who have been piously educat secret prayer, becomes captious and critical, im
duct, and none, who are willing to abandon the ed but they are equally applicable to many, whose bibes the spirit of the world, treats his Bible with
common courses of human conduct, for one con nearly related friends arc not pious. But indivi indifference, trifles with flesh-pleasing sins, neg
formed to the example of Christ and his true fol duals in this condition, have great difficulties to lects the worship and ordinances of God, runs shy
lowers, need fear the result. But, most evidently, encounter, ere they can enter the way of life.— of Christian companions, and becomes so much
all who are unwilling to lead new lives, are the To meet only with discouragement in the family like the world, that those who have had no previ
enemies of God. Let it be proposed, then, to an circle, and from almost every associate, places the ous knowledge of him would have no suspicion
individual in the case before us to take for the pat irresolute seeker in a most dangerous predicament. that he ever professed to be a soldier of Jesus
tern of her conduct, in all its principal features, But will she forget that to follow her friends is to Christ. They may be permitted to go different
the course of life pursued by the most devoted forsake Christ, and to be forsaken by him in the lengths, and then be detected and brought back
Christians of her acquaintance. I say nothing in day of judgment? Which would appear the in fetters, but if left to the hardening influence of
relation to the exercise of feelings like theirs, but greatest trial, to forsakefriends that are sinking to sin, will finally cast off all appearance of religion,
simply refer to so much of their conduct as meets hell, or to be driven awayfrom the presence of God and finish their course in total apostacy.
the human eye. Let it be noted, too, this same with them, into everlasting punishment? Let her
2. The crime of the deserter is aggravated.—1 f
individual professes to believe that the best peo reflect, also, if she follow Christ faithfully, she may indeed he had been pressed into the service against
ple on earth are found in the class whence she is be the instrument, in the hand of God to deliver his will—if his sovereign was a tyrant or a usurp
desired to take her model. Is she ready to relin- her friends from destruction, and then regain them er, and had no just claim to his service—if he was
guish this world as far only as they do,—to take for eternity. The providence of God may put it required to bear his own charges, and was neither
only as much effort as they do, to promote the to her choice to be accompanied by her friends to supplied with food, clothing, nor arms—if he was
glory of God on earth? And why hesitate to do heaven, or to accompany them to hell.
ordered to engage in an unjust war, and had no
this, while admitting that the model proposed is
Here it is proper to note an error into which ground to hope for victory or reward, then indeed
not only better in itself than any one more conform many persons fall. They think first to find the his conduct would be not only excusable but com
ed to the world, but believing that the sesult of Saviour, to become sure of heaven, and then for mendable, but the contrary to all this is generally
such a course will be eternal life? Nothing, I re sake the world. Hence they seek in vain. If the the case, which aggravates the crime of the de
peat, but decided aversion to the service of a ho salvation of their own souls, or the favor of God serter’s conduct. And if the declining Christian’s
ly God can stand in her way. Reason as well as be not sufficient to induce them to venture upon conduct is weighed in the balances of the sanctu
faith says to her,/oZ/ow Christ, i. e. live for heaven obedience to the divine command, without becom ary, his crime will be found a ponderous load.
according to the revealed will of God; conscience ing at first certain of having been accepted, they Jesus Christ is the best of sovereigns—his sol
adds its fullest sanction, but alas, the deluded crea must fail to receive the blessing. “ He that loseth diers are all volunteers—his service is perfect free
ture continues to pursue the course of this world. his life shallfind it” not he that makes self-inter dom—he feeds, clothes and arms them, and en
Painful as is the thought, we must regard her as est the sole object of concern. Eternal life is gages to supply all their need—he treats them as
a rebel against her Maker and virtually a despi- offered to those who follow Christ-, how then can his children and friends, rather than as strangers
ser of the atonement maafexby His Son.
it be sought, unless we engage in the service of and slaves; their obligations to him are beyond all
Painful as are our reflections upon such a case God, leaving the care of our souls with Him?— possible calculation; so that in deserting his ser
they become still more so, when an individual of Our chief concern is to obey His commands; He vice, his people, and his standard, they are at once
this class, professes to have sought the pardon of will supply all our wants, especially deliver us from guilty of the greatest folly and the vilest ingrati
her sins in the name of Christ, and yet has not re eternal death, and give us eternal mansions of bliss. tude; they side with their enemies against their
ceived the blessing. She has, perhaps, for weeks
The reader may, perchance, be one of the class best friends; they “observe lying vanities, and
and months, been regular in her attention to some for whose particular benefit this article is penned. forsake their own mercies.”
course of private devotions; she has frequently What will you now do, fellow immortal? Will
3. The. mind of the deserter is wretched. —Unless
perused the instructions of Christ and his Apos you seek heaven for your portion? Enter then he is “past feeling/’ guilt, fear, shame, and selltles, still she finds no material change in her feel upon the service of God. . Study Hi» word with j reproach will often assault him, so as to mar his
ings. Now she is ready to relinquish all pri earnest payer, and do just what conscience de ! enjoyments in society, make his reflections bitter
vate attention to religious duty, and sit down, mands. Do you fear the scorn or opposition of in solitude, and plant his pillow with thorns. The
either in apathy or despair. What advice can we friends? You must endure it, or endure the final sight of a soldier, the sound of a drum, or any
giye her? She has, perhaps, lost much of her scorn and opposition of your Maker; for if you trifling circumstance which reminds him of his
former interest in worldly amusements, and would now despise His grace, He “will mock when your former station and enjoyments, must necessarily
avoid the theatre, and even parties, if she could fear cometh.” Could your worldly friends screen add to his wretchedness. He is full of suspicions;
make a sufficient apology to her associates for do you from the Saviour's eye on the judgement day he dreads discovery, and anticipates the irons, the
ing so. But she cannot say, “I fear God, and —could their regard avail against the scorn of watchhouse, the trial, and the punishment. His
therefore abandon all such pursuits,” for she does saints and angels, against the frown of heaven’s gloomy forebodings are like those of Cain, when
not profess to be pious, and cannot therefore be King, my entreaties would be less urgent; hut the he exclaimed, “Every one that finds me will slay
supposed to have scruples of conscience, in regard day is near, when the friendship of the created me!" And verily none but those who have thus
to what are (falsely) termed innocent amusements. universe would not be worth a single thought, if it “turned again to their own ways,” can tell what
What can she do, whispers the tempter, but to were in opposition to your Creator. What pre darkness, terror, guilt, and shame frequently over
yield to the entreaties of friends, even if along paration DO YOU INTEND TO MAKE POR THAT whelm them. Unless the mind is hardened through
with them, she walk in enmity against God. Ah, DAY?
the deceitfulness of sin, and their conscience sear
C. S. A.
fatal, fatal charm, that binds her soul in the net of
ed as with a hot iron, (which is the most awful sign
Philadelphia Oct. 29
the destroyer! How shall the spell be dissolv
of being given over to a reprobate mind) their
TIIE DESERTER.
ed? Will she hear for a single moment the word
self-condemning accusations will testify that they
of a merciful God? “Wherefore come out from
While riding one day on a stage coach to town, J are “verily guilty;” that to them “belong shame
among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and pleasantly engaged in conversation with a ( and confusion;” that it is an “evil and bitter
and touch not the unclean thing; and I will re Christian friend, we passed a man on the road at thing” which they have done: and thus that which
ceive you; and will he a Father unto you, and ye tended by three armed soldiers. I observed he perhaps promised them great pleasure and grati
shall be my sons and daughters, saith the Lord was hand-cuffed, though he endeavored to conceal fication, turns to the “gall of asps within them."
Almighty.” Can she not summon courage to say the disgraceful irons. Had I passed him any The sight of an honorable Christian—the i eturn
to her friends, “I love you, but the salvation where alone, orseen him associated with other com of the Sabbath-day—the appearance of the neg
of my own soul, the salvation of my fellow men, pany, I should have had no suspicion of his hav lected Bible, and many other circumstances, have
the promotion of the glory of God on earth, these ing ever been a soldier, for the soldier’s garb had been known to flash conviction to the mind, and
things are more important than the friendship or been totally thrown aside.—I did not perceive him wring the wish from the heart, “ O, that it were
honor of a world, and these things can only re once to look up, but he hung down his head like with me as in days past!”
ceive proper attention by the relinquishment of a bulrush, while guilt, confusion, and fear, were
4. The detection of the deserter is affecting.—Peiyour company, wherever trifling amusements are evidently portrayed in his beclouded countenance. haps when little aware of it, or when imagining
your object. I must and will be separate from the “There is a deserter,” said my friend. “He re himself most secure, he is discovered, surprised,
world. Call me not back, unless you would bear minds me of a declining Christian,” said I. “Poor seized, and fettered, while with guilty trembling
the blame of my endless destruction in hell.”— fellow,” said a third, “he has cut out bitter work he exclaims, “Hast thou found me, O mine ene
Could she be persuaded to feel and express her for himself.” “Yes, Sir,” I said, “the backslider my!” Or with sullen anguish he acknowledges
self thus, we might then hope that her seeking the shall be filled with his own ways—his sins have to himself, “The thing that I feared is come upon
Lord would not be in vain. She ought to know, found him out—the way of transgressors is hard.” me!” As when Nathan said unto David, “Thou
that the very fact of her finding it difficult thus to My friend whispered in my ear, “This would be a art the man!” And as when “the Lord turned
separate from worldly companions, affords a fair suitable subject for the ‘Common Scenes;’” and and looked upon Peter.” So when God, by his
test of her love to Christ. If she follow the course after musing a while upon it, I felt disposed to providence, word, or Spirit, arrests the attention
of this world, it is because she does not love her adopt his opinion. It led my mind to the follow of a backslider, saying, “These things hast thou
done,” his condition is truly affecting, like that of
offered Redeemer, and then if she perish, (melan ing reflections:
choly thought) the fault is entirely her own. If
1. The conduct of the deserter isfoolish.—He de Moses when he exclaimed, “ Surely the thing is
obedient to the invitation given above, she at once serts his companions, duties, arms, colors, and all known!” The facts of the case being too true to
becomes a daughter of the Almighty—let her the service of his prince. Alas! the backslider is be denied, and too bad tc be excused, he is co.i-
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also increased by the discussions in the General Convention
the preceding week. The Ohio question occupied siy,
and was most fully and ably discussed. President Due ,
ter A. Jay, Esq., Rev. Dr. Wainwright, Rev. Mr. Ducachet,
and Col. Colston advocated Ohio with much eloquence and

strained, with a mournful heart, to say, “I have,
sinned against the Lord! Wo is me, for I am un
done! Wretch that I am to wander thus! My
iniquities have taken hold upon me, so that I am
not able to look up !”
That Episcopal resignations have been the usage o
5. The punishment of the deserter is severe. Ma learning.
the Church in all ages, even up to the time of Clement of
ny have carried the marks of the whip to the grave,
and thus they have been made to learn obedience j Rome, was proved beyond dispute; and it was contended with'
by the pain they have suffered, and to read the equal foree, that in itself the thing is reasonable, inasmuch as
evil of their sin in the punishment they have en- j jurisdiction comes from the Diocese which elects the Bishop,
dured. So in the family troubles of the house of and not from the General Convention or the House of Bishops;
David, his sin was ever before him; and the crow and that when a Bishop resigns and his diocese accepts the re
ing of the cock, it is said, was always sufficient to I signation, the connection of jurisdiction,—the only ecclesiasti
melt Peter into tears. The pernicious error, that! cal tie which binds a diocesan to his charge,—is dissolved.—
“Sin can do the believer no harm,” is opposed by | These considerations, together with the fact that no existing
the personal experience of all believers. It does law of the Church was violated by the Ohio proceedings, and
him more harm than all other evils, and he has the that the necessity of the case was urgent, at last secured a ma
greatest reason to fear it. It hardens the heart— jority of states, as there was all along a majority of members,
it darkens the understanding—it stupifies the con in favor of Ohio. Over this result, every friend of religion
science—it quenches the fire of devotion—it de and well-wisher of our Church cannot fail to rejoice. It pro
stroys the health of the soul—it abridges all Chris mises much to the cause of Christ in the West. We shall
tian liberty—it gives every other enemy an advan now, it is believed, be a united Diocese, and if we only direct
tage, and mars every spiritual enjoyment. If be our exertions with zeal and perseverance, towards the great
lievers dare to imitate the deserter, let them ex ends which Christ had in view in founding a Church upon the
pect to suffer, for they shall not escape. God will earth, we may reasonably hope, through God’s blessing, to see
surely visit their transgressions with the rod, and Zion “lengthen her cords and strengthen her stakes.” The
their iniquities with stripes, and they shall bewail ministers and members of our Church should hear in mind
their folly as long as they live.
that the adjustment of past difficulties is only a preparing of
6. The pardon of the deserter is an act of grace.
the way for “works of faith and labors of love.” These Works
—He does not deserve it—he cannot purchase it,
and it is so rarely dispensed among men that he and labors have still to he performed, and will call for much
can scarcely hope for it, but in this matter, God’s exertion and self-denial. And this, allow me, Mr. Editor, to
ways are not as our ways. lie calls the wanderer remark, is the important moment. Every one that names
to return, and waits to be gracious. He threatens the name of Christ amongst us, or that has any love for the
correction, and stripes are unavoidable; but he Church of his fathers, should now come boldly up to his re
promises healing, and the extent of his pardoning sponsibility, and with a warm and willing heart enquire what
mercy may well fill us with admiration.—Common will the Lord have him to do?—Has the reader of these lines
talents? let them be exerted. Has he substance? let it be de
Scenes.

a resolution adopted, declaring the ‘ Territories’ to be within
the spirit and meaning of the constitution. A further obie
t.o,i to the admission of the Church in Michigan, grounded a
an alleged informality in its accession to the Protestant EdL
copal Church in the United States, was also set aside, on satis
factory evidence of such an accession, by a resolution of ft
Convention of Michigan, which adopted the constitution ®
well as by a canon under that constitution.
The Diocese of Michigan was accordingly received into
union with the Convention, provided the House of Bishop

A message was reeeived from the House of Bishops, statin
that having received satisfactory evidence of the election of the
Rev. Dr. MTlvaine, to the Episcopate of Ohio, with certifi
cates of the same and the necessary testimonials in due form"
they were ready to act in the matter as soon as informed that
the testimonials from the House of Clerical and Lay Depu
ties had been signed by a majority of the quorum of that
House. The Secretary was directed to furnish a certificate to
that effect in the form previously adopted.
The House adjourned to 7 P. M.
The evening session was wholly occupied with the discus
sion, amendment and adoption of the followin'* Canon:_

Of Episcopal Designations.
Whereas the resignation of the episcopal jurisdiction of a
diocese is to be discountenanced, but circumstances may some
times create an exigency which would render an adherence to
this principle inexpedient; it is hereby declared that the epis
copal resignation of a diocese may take place, under the fol
lowing restrictions, that is to say,
1. A bishop desiring to resign shall declare his desire to do
so, with the reasons therefor, in writing, and under his hand
and seal, to his Council of Advice, which shall record the said
writing, and send a copy of the same forthwith to every cler
gyman and every parish in the Diocese.
2. At the next Convention of the said Diocese, held noi
less than three months after the delivery of the said writing
to the Council of Advice, the proposed resignation of ib
bishop shall be considered; and if two-thirds of-the clergy
present entitled to vote in the election of a bishop, and twothirds of the parishes in union with the said Convention and
entitled to a vote, and at that time represented, each parish
having one vote by its deleg-xtt, or delegates, shall consent to
the proposed resignation, the subject shall be referred to the
General Convention; but otherwise, the tender of resignation
shall be void.
3. The writing aforesaid, and the proceedings of the Dio
cesan Convention consenting to the resignation, shall he laid
before the House of Clerical and Lay Deputies at the next
General Convention, which shall have cognisance of all mat
ters relating to them; and if a majority of each order of that
House, voting by States, shall agree to the measure, the said
writing and proceedings shall be laid before the House of Bi
shops of that Convention; but otherwise, the said writing anil
proceedings shall be void,
4. The said writing and proceedings being laid before the
House of Bishops, it shall have cognisance of all matters re
lating to them; and the bishop who proposes to resign may sit
and vote as before in that House; and if a majority of the
members present of that House shall agree to the proposed re
signation, the presiding bishop shall declare that it is confirm
ed ; and this declaration shall be entered on the journal of the
House. But if a majority of the bishops present do not agree
to the resignation, all the previous proceedings shall be void.
5. If no meeting,of the General Convention is expected to
be held within one year of the sitting of the Diocesan Con
vention aforesaid, the President of the Standing Committee
of the diocese, shall transmit copies of the said writing and
proceedings of the Diocesan Convention to the Standing Com
mittees of all the Dioceses of this Church; aud if a majority
of them consent to the proposed resignation, the said president
shall transmit copies of the said writing and proceedings, and
of the consent of the majority of the Standing Committees,
to every bishop of this Church; and if a majority of the
bishops shall notify the senior bishop of their consent to the
proposed resignation, he shall declare, under his hand and seal,
that the said resignation is confirmed, and shall transmit the
said declaration to the President of the Standing Committee
of the diocese concerned. But if a majority of the bishops
do not notify the senior bishop of their consent to the measure
within six months, all the previous proceedings shall be void.
6. A bishop whose resignation of the exercise of the epis
copal jurisdiction of a Diocese has been thus confirmed, shall
perform no episcopal act, except by the request of the bishop
of some Diocese, or of the Convention, or the Standing Com
mittee of a vacant Diocese, or of the minister and vestry of a
church not in an organized Diocese. And if the said bishop
shall perform any Episcopal act contrary to these provisions,
or shall in any wise act contrary to his Christian and Episco
pal character, he shall, on trial and proof of the fact, be de
graded from the ministry by any five bishops, or a majority of
them, to he appointed by the senior bishop of this Church,
and to he governed by their own rules in the case; and notice
of the same shall be given to all the Bishops and Standing
Committees, as in the case of other degraded ministers.
7. No bishop whose resignation of the episcopal jurisdiction
of a diocese has been confirmed as aforesaid shall have a seat
in the House of Bishops.
.
.
8. A bishop who ceases in any way to have the episcopal
charge of a diocese, is still subject, in all matters, to the au
thority of the General Convention.
The question was taken by orders and states, the yeas and
nays being called for; Clergy, ayes, 10 states; noes, 8 states.
Laity, ayes, 7 states; noes, 6.
On Tuesday morning the House met at the usual hour-

voted? Has he prayers? let them he offered ; and whatever
his hand findeth to do, let him do it quickly and with all his
might. There is a tide in human things. That tide is now
setting most favorably for the Church of Christ in the western
world. Let his followers improve it. Episcopalians have not
yet by any means attained the measure of beneficent labor and
sacrifice which Christ requires of them. Oil that they might
now at least be waked up to a sense of their obligations, and
walk worthy of their vocation. Surely if gratitude to God
GAMBIER OBSERVER.
has any power over their hearts and lives, they cannot fail to
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exhibit it at the present time.
AN EPISCOPALIAN.
Theological Professorship.—Our readers will recollect
the proposed plan of “ A Clergyman,” to raise a sufficient sum
MlkE-EIED
for the support of an additional Professor in the Theological
On Thursday, the 1st day of November inst. by the Rev.
John
L.
Bryan
of
Boardman,
Mr. S. P. Alderman to Miss
Seminary of this Diocese, for five years, by procuring thirty
subscriptions of one hundred dollars each, to be paid in annual Hannah Bell. Also, Mr. Solomon Morgan to Miss Loui
sa M. Alberman, all of Windsor, Ashtabula Co. Ohio.
instalments of twenty dollars.—We have the pleasure of an
nouncing three subscriptions in addition to those previously
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
pledged.—The whole number is now ten. The following is a
From the Churchman.
list, which we shall continue to publish, as we trust with some
General Convention—On Saturday, Oct. 27, the Con
accessions, weekly:—
A Clergyman; St. Paul's Church, Chillicothe; Harcourt Pa vention met by adjournment, after the usual morning prayers.
I he Committee on Testimonials reported favorably in rela
rish, Gambier; An Association of ten Students in Kenyon Col tion to all the documents laid before them.
lege; Noble Taylor, Esq., Morristown; Dr. T. II. Michell,
1 lie Rev. Air. Gibbes resolutions, proposed on Friday, by
Gambier; Ladies of Trinity Church, Columbus; Mr. 11. L. which the Bishopric of Ohio is declared now vacant, while the
House disclaims any intention to sanction episcopal resigna
Woolley, New- York; Dr. Willett, New- York, 2 subscriptions.
tions, were again moved, and after some discussion laid on the
table,
that the message from the House of Bishops, received
From a Correspondent.
and read on Friday evening might be again read, with a view
’
New-York, Nov. 1, 1832.
to concurrence on the part of the House.
Mr. Editor,—You will have heard, ere this reaches you, the
The question of concurrence being put bv Orders and States,
happy termination of our Ohio affairs. Yesterday I attended the yeas and nays being called for, was decided in the negative
by
a non-concurrence of the two orders; the vote bein'*, of
the consecration of the Rev. Dr. McIlvaine as Bishop of
the Clergy, ayes, 8 states; woes, 10. Of the Laity, aves,°10;
Ohio, as also of the Rev. Drs. Hopkins and Smith as Bishops noes,
8.
'
’
of Vermont and Kentucky, and the Rev. Mr. Doane as Bi
The resolutions of the Rev. Mr. Gibbes were then further
shop of New-Jersey. The occasion was truly interesting and discussed and carried, the question being put as before, with
called together an immense crowd. St. Paul’s, in this city, the fol owing results: Clergy, ayes, 10 states; noes, 8; Laity,
ayes, 10 states; noes, 8.
was full to overflowing. There were present eight Bishops,
w *
1 '‘tv11 ™r,thcn Procceded t0 sign the testimonials of the
White, Griswold, Bowen, II. U. Onderdonk, Meade, B. T. Rev. Dr. M Ilvame, Bishop elect of Ohio;—the Rev. George
Onderdonk and Ives. Bishop White, now upwards of eighty M - Doane, Bishop elect of 'New-Jersey; the Rev. Dr. Smith,
years of age, presided of course, and did so with a vigor not Bisbon CT °f--Kentucky; and of the Rev. Dr. Hopkins,
Bishop elect of Vermont.
to be expected at his time of life. Ilis manner is full of spi
On Monday, the Convention met by adjournment, (at 9,
rit, and his memory is unimpaired. As an instance of the lat
the hL u .a FCadl?g -and amendments of the minutes,
ter fact, he remarked yesterday to a friend, that that day forty- Ihc House adopted a resolution offered by President Duer, es
six years precisely, he sailed for England to be himself conse- ' tablishing a form of a certificate for the signature of the testicrated Bishop of Pennsylvania. Few men have lived so "long, n?nid,t ° BlS !°PS eleCt’ l>y the House of Clerical and Lay
pu es on the principle of the sufficiency of a majority of
through such important scenes, and maintained throughout ' a quorum for that purpose.
““joruy oi
such an unsullied character as Bishop White.—To sec such a ■
lhe resolutions on the subject of the admission of the
venerable man, and so many other Bishops officiating on such i churches m Michigan Territory, were then called up- the ad
an occasion, might naturally be expected to assemble multi- j mission was again opposed on the ground that the eonstkution
The Consecration.—The Rev. John II. Hopkins,
contemplated only ‘States,’ strictly so called, in its provisions
tudes- The interest of the proceedings however, had been I After considerable discussion, the objection was setaside, and Bishop elect of the Diocese of Vermont, and assistant minis
ter of Trinitv Church. Boston: the Rev. Benjamin B. Smith,

Adhering to, and glorying in the cross of Christ,
you shall enter the harbor of eternal rest; not like
a ship-wrecked mariner, cleaving to some broken
plank, and hardly escaping the raging waves: but
like some stately vessel, with all her sails expand
ed, and riding before a prosperous gale.—ITervey.
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D. D., Bishop elect of the Diocese of Kentucky, Rector of;
Christ Church, Lexington, in the same diocese; the Rev.
Charles P. M’llvaine, D. D., Bishop elect of the Diocese ot
Ohio, and Rector of St. Ann’s Church, Brooklyn, N. York,
and the Rev. George W. Doane, Bishop elect of the Diocese
of New-Jersey, and Rector of Trinity Church, Boston;-—
were respectively consecrated to the sacred office of Bishop, in
St. Paul’s Chapel, in this city, on Wednesday, the 31st ult.,
bytheRt. Rev. Wm. White, D. D., Presiding Bishop of
the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States; the
remaining bishops, with the exception of the Right Rev. Drs.
Moore and Stone, being present and assisting* as follows: —
In the Consecration of Bishop Hopkins, Bishops Griswold
and Bowen;__in the Cousecration of Bishop Smith, Bishops
Brownell and H. U. Onderdonk;—in the Consecration of
Bishop M’llvaine, Bishops Griswoldf and Meade;—and in
the Consecration of Bishop Doane, Bishops B. T. Onder
donk and Ives. The Daily Morning Prayer was conducted
by the Rev. Dr. Wyatt, President of the House of Clerical
and Lay Deputies, aud the Rev. Dr. Wilson, Secretary of the
House of Bishops. The tenth selection of Psalms was read
instead of the Psalms for the day;—the lessons were part of
Ezekiel xxxiii.—and of John x—Three verses of the 80th
Psalm, from the 8th, and the 53d Hymn, were sung. The
Ante-Communion service was read in part by Bishop White;
Bishop Bowen reading the Epistle, and Bishop Griswold the
Gospel, as appointed in the office of consecration. The Con
secration Sermon was preached by the Rt. Rev. Dr. Onder
donk of Pennsylvania, from the text Isaiah lxvi. 21. The
Bishops elect were then presented, their respective testimonials
read, and the solemn interrogatories by the Presiding Bishop
put and answered. After the deeply solemn devotions pre
scribed in the office of consecration, the admission of the can
didates to their high office followed, as stated above; aud the
Holy Communion was then administered by Bishop White,
assisted by the other Bishops present. Four Bishops, all of
them distinguished for zeal and ability, are now added to the
number of those to whose oversight our Church is intrusted.
May they, in the language of the consecration office, “be to
the flock of Christ shepherds, not wolves;—to feed, not to
devour them: holding up the weak, healing the sick, binding
up the broken; bringing again the outcast; seeking the lost.
Being so merciful that they be not too remiss; so ministering
discipline that they forget not mercy; that when the chief
Shepherd shall appear they may receive the never-fading crown
of glory, through Jesus Christ our Lord.”—lb.

79

commenced by the native Christians singing a Bengalee hymn, I
At a late meeting of the Trustees of the Albany Academy,
“What can be compared to the love of Jesus?”
I then read Philip Ten Eyck, M. D., was elected Professor of Mathemat
the Morning Prayer in Bengalee; and another hymn having ics and Natural Philosophy, to fill the place made vacant by
been sung, the ordinance of baptism was administered to the removal of Professor Henry to Princeton.
eighteen native converts, ten of whom were adults, and eight
A Vampire Bat, measuring about 4 feet from the tip of one
children.—Rev. T. Sandys.
wing to the extremity of the other, is now at the Antique
book-store, Cornhill, Boston. He was brought from Mada
Algic Society.—During the late session of the Western gascar.
Reserve Synod, at Detroit, the “ Algic Society” was organ
The Rev. Mr. Barr, of the Presbyterian Church, who waS
ized, the objects of which are, to encourage missionary efforts
among the North Western Tribes, and to promote peace, tem about to proceed as a Missionary to Africa, was attacked by
perance, agriculture, and education among them. It was sup Cholera, in Richmond, on Saturday, and died on Sunday last.
posed that, under such an organization, gentlemen residing on —Arena.
The Cholera has made its appearance in Pittsburgh and
the frontiers, both clergymen and laymen, might do much
good without the expenditure of large sums of money, by col Wheeling. It has abated considerably in Cincinnati__ With
lecting and furnishing authentic information respecting the the exception of Wheeling we do not hear of its prevailing as
numbers, position, wants, dispositions, languages, &c. &e. of an Epidemic in Virginia, or, with the exception of Edenton,
N. C., in States further south.—iZ>.
the Indians. The officers for the first year are:
Henry R. Schoolcraft, Esq., of Sault St. Marie, M. T.
About 450 persons have died by Cholera in Richmond since
President.
the disease broke out in that city. 29 of the convicts in the
Vice Presidents---- Erotas P. Hastings, Esq. of Detroit; II. Penitentiary died of the same disease, and are not included
Stewart, Esq. of Michillimaekiuac; Shubael Conant, Esq. of in the number first stated.
Detroit; Charles C. Trowbridge, Esq. do.; Rev. Lyman
The malignant Cholera has made its appearance at Carlisle,
Beecher, D. D., Cincinnati Ohio.
Pa. A letter received in this city, states that there had been
Charles Cleland, Esq. Detroit, Domestic Secretary.
one
case in that town, on Saturday last, which proved fatal.
Rev. Samuel H. Cox, D. D. of New-York, Cor. Sec.
Major Benjamin F. Larned, U. S. Army, Detroit, Recor
The Pittsburgh Gazette states that on the 24th ult. there
ding Secretary.,
was one case of Cholera there—convalescent.
Edward Bingham, Esq. Detroit, Treasurer.
Cholera at Boston__ Two foreigners were sent to the Tre
Correspondents.—Rev. Professor Moses Stuart, D. D. An
dover, Massachusetts; Professor Benjamin Silliman, of Yale mont street hospital on Friday, 26th ult. both of whom died.
College, Connecticut; Rev. Charles P. Mcllvaine, D. D. The commissioners of health of the middle district, report on
Brooklyn, New-York; Rev. Absalom Peters, New-York; Saturday 5 cases, all fatal but one. Forty-six deaths are re
Rev. David Porter, D. D. Catskill, N. Y.; Rev. Thomas II. ported for the last week, 14 of which were by cholera malig
Skinner, D. D. Philadelphia; Rev. G. T. Bedell, D. D. nant.
Samuel L. Southard, it affords us sincere pleasure to an
Philadelphia. —Boston Recorder.
nounce, has been elected Governor of the State of New-Jer
Ordination—On Friday, Oct. 13, in St. John’s Church, sey. The election took place on Friday last, in joint meeting
Providence, R. I, by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Griswold, James of the Legislative Houses. The votes were, for Mr. South
ard 40; for Mr. Vroom, the Jackson candidate, 24.
C. Richmond was admitted to the holy order of Deacons.

GENERAL SUMMARY.

FOREIGN.

By the arrival of the ship France, Capt. Funk, from Ha
Inlernal Improvement.—One of the noblest works of Inter vre, Paris papers to the 19th, and Havre to the 20th Septem
nal Improvement in this country, says the Philadelphia Chron ber, inclusive, are received. The intelligence by this arrival
icle, is the Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road, which, although is of very little importance.
uncompleted, is at present the longest rail road in the world.
It is stated in a letter from Lisbon that Don Miguel had
* In the order of seniority, f In the place of Bishop Stone.
We perceive that the directors of this valuable enterprise, have offered Don Pedro to settle their differences by a duel.
just published their sixth annual report. The Baltimore
A courier from Madrid arrived at the Spanish Embassy on
The Church in the West—A meeting was held in St. American of Tuesday, has a lucid synopsis of the report, from Sunday, with letters from that capital to the 11th, and from
George’s Church on Monday evening last, to devise means of which we take this passage. “The Rail Road as completed Oporto to the 6th Sept. The army of Don Miguel was very
aiding the Protestant Episcopal Domestic and Foreign Mis extends from the City Block, Baltimore, to the Point of Rocks much discouraged, and dared not act on the offensive; the
sionary Society in the extension of their operations in the Val on the Potomac river, 69 miles; to this must be added the commandant, Lopez da lligna, having little confidence in the
ley of the Mississippi. President Duer having been called to lateral road to Frederic, 34 miles more, making the total line fidelity of his soldiers, had applied to his sovereign for new
the chair, several animating and interesting addresses were de of road completed, 75 j miles. Of this distance, from the reinforcements. In a despatch addressed by the General-inlivered by the Rev. Drs. Smith, M’llvaine, Richmond, Col. depot on Pratt street to the western bank of the Monocacy Chief of Don Miguel’s army to the Minister of the Marine,
Colston, and others, describing from personal knowledge and (464 miles) is laid down a double track of rails; thence to the he states that unless the mouth of the Douro be blocked up, it
observation the extreme destitution of religious privileges in point of Rocks (11^ miles) on the lateral road to Frederic, will be impossible for him to attack the rebels, whose forces are
that district of country, anti urging with the most eloquent (34 miles)—and from the depot to the City Block (1J miles) continually increasing. Don Miguel, afraid of sending out
earnestness immediate and active measures for the spiritual re —the track is single. The whole number of miles of single his fleet, as Admiral Sartorius is still cruising off the Tagus,
lief of its inhabitants. It was convincingly demonstrated track laid down is 139f, or excluding turnouts, sidelings, &c. has sent the despatch of the General-in-Chief to Madrid.
that an opening was offered for the introduction and establish 130|, and it is a matter of some importance that the expense This despatch, it is said, was accompanied by a letter from
ment of our venerable and pure Church at this moment, into of constructing them has fallen $93,934 70 below the esti Don Miguel to his uncle Ferdinand, by which the former pro
a country destined, in all human probability, to become im mate in the last annual report. Of this distance, every varie poses the sending of some Spanish vessels to the Douro, under
mensely populous, which it was the duty of pious aud charita ty of construction has been tried. About 81j miles are laid the pretext of ill-treatment said to have been offered to the
ble Churchmen to improve with zeal and fidelity.
on wooden strings and sleepers, at the average cost of $4,429 English Consul.
A subscription, with reference to the objects of the meeting 81 per mile, nearly 6 miles upon wood string pieces and stone
The Swabian Mercury, under the head of Rhenish Bava
had been previously obtained by a clergyman from seven indi blocks, at $5,547 51 per mile, and about 34 upon stone sills, ria, Sept. 9th, says: “The mania for emigration to North
viduals, for five years, of $100 per annum: this paper was at $7,193 14 per mile. Every variety of transportation and j America still increases in this country.
handed in at the meeting. In addition, three subscriptions power has been tested, and ample opportunity afforded lor
We have just learnt that thirty persons, each possessing a
were received of $50 per annum for five years; and one each judging accurately of all the facts connected with the future i capital of from 20.000 to 25,000 florins, have agreed to make
for $1 and $15. A collection made at the same time, result progress of the road. With this experience, the directors an- ; one common stock, and proceed to America.”
ed in the contribution of $175 71, the whole being designed nounce, not as a speculation, but as a demonstrated fact, that
The accounts from La Vendee are again alarming. The
l’or the promotion of the Church in the Western and South the whole cost of the road to Ohio, excluding in the average, Duchess de Berri is still there, and the royalist papers relate
western States. Also a subscription of $20 per annum for the great outlay of the first division, will fall within the ori a number of romantic anecdotes concerning her and her hair
five years, toward the support of an additional professor in ginal estimate of 20,000 dollars a mile. This is an important breadth escapes. It would seem to us that their object is to
Kenyon College.—Chut chman.
item of intelligence, which cannot but invigorate the stock- } keep public attention directed to her, and thus prevent the
holders with increased zeal and confidence.—Jour, of Human. ! Bourbon family being entirely forgotten by the nation, while
____
J
I
From the Missionary Register.
in their silent retreat at Edinburgh or Styria.
Calcutta.—Baptism of Converts.
Wholesale Emigration.—The Stuttgard Universal Gazette
Five days later from England,—About half past three
Oct. 30: Sunday.—It was my privilege this morning to in of September 2d, announces that a plan is in progress, in the
troduce two converts, one from Mohammedanism, the other south west of Germany, to make up a State, and ship it over i o’clock Saturday morning, the news schooner of the Journal
from Hindooism, into the Church of Christ, by the divinely to the United States, to become a twenty-fifth member of the of Commerce came up from below, with London papers to
instituted ordinance of baptism. They received, respectively, Confederacy. The following notice of the project appears in September 23d, and Liverpool to the 24th inclusive. They
the names of Joshua and Margaret. Joshua is about thirty that publication:—“According to accounts from the south contain intelligence of the death of Sir Walter Scott—the
years of age, a native of Bencoolen, and formerly a Mussul west of Germany, a society of liberal men are organizing a death of the King of Spain—and the rejection by Belgium,
man : he was first brought under Serious impressions while grand plan for emigration to North America. The emigra of the ultimatum of the London Conference.
confined by dropsy in the hospital at Barraekpore, where he tion has hitherto been precarious, because it did not rest on
Death of Sir Walter Scott—We learn from Captain Burswas attended by Dr. Corbyn, whose kind advice and attention any solid foundation, and because the means were not concen ley and passengers, that a letter was sent on board the ship the
to his spiritual and bodily wants seem to have produced, under trated. But now it is different, as the object is to form a New day she sailed, for the lady of Judge Sewell of Quebec, with
the divine blessing, a decided change of heart and life. Soon Germany beyond the ocean, which is to receive all those whose an endorsement on the back of it that Sir Waller Scott died
after his recovery from illness he came to Mirzapore, to be fur hopes and claims to liberty and right are disappointed in Old on the 22d.
ther instructed in those things which belong to his everlasting Germany. In order to be admitted into the Confederation of
Letters have been received at Paris from Alexandria, dated
peace; and since his residence here he has applied himself the United States of America, the law requires the number of the 18th of July, which state that a telegraphic despatch hail
with diligence both to learn the Christian doctrine and to pro free inhabitants above twenty-five years of age, to be 60,000,
been received at that place, announcing the capture of the
cure his own livelihood. May he adorn the doctrine of God, [40,000 without distinction of age. Eds. J. of Com. J and Turkish camp at Hama by the Egyptians.
our Saviour in all things! Margaret is a young woman nine this number is to be assembled before any further measures
Leith Sept. 18__ This morning, at 10 o’clock, the United
teen years old, a native of Gya, and born of Hindoo parents. can be taken. Many of the Germans established in North
She has been brought up by a Christian lady up the country America will join their countrymen, and the plan is so popu Kingdom steamer sailed from Newhaven Roads for Hamburg,
now deceased. She now lives in a Christian family in Entally; lar in Germany, that scarcely any doubts are entertained of its having on board his Ex-Majesty Charles X. Duke de Borde
aux, and suite.
and having lately been unwell, expressed her desire to be bap being successful.”
Death of Ferdinand of Spain.—London, Saturday Eve
tized in the name of that blessed Saviour on whom she places
all her hopes of salvation.
“ Westward Ho!"—A party of two or three hundred In ning, Sept. 22.—Intelligence has been received through France
Dec. 26.—This day may well be said to have been a jubilee dians of the Seneca and Shawnee tribes were recently at New- to-day of the death of the King of Spain, which there is no
at Mirzapore, a day of joy and gladness, and, I trust, of bless Paris, Ohio, on their way to the far west. Among them is a reason for doubting, though some persons have declared them
ing to many. At half pist eleven o’clock, the chapel was com white woman reputed to be 105 years of age, who has resided selves incredulous on the subject. His health has been declin
pletely filled with native Christians, the infant and St. James’ more than a century among the red men of the forest. She ing for some time past, and he has lately had a severe attack of
Schools, and friends of the missionary cause : the doors also had been taken prisoner, when five years old, in Green Briar, the gout. This news if confirmed, is expected to hasten the
approach of the crisis in Spain.
were surrounded and crowded by heathen. Divine service Va., and knows nothing of her former name or relatives.
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so
POETRY.
From the Presbyterian.

THE CHRISTIAN WARFARE.
“So Tibni died, ar.d Otnri reign’d!”
’T is thus the word of life,
In one brief sentence tells who gain d
A crown with dust and slaughter stain d,—
Who perish’d in the strife.
And thus beside the victor’s wreath
Is dug the warrior’s grave;
One hour he proudly scorns the heath,
The next is buried deep beneath
A mountain of the brave.

But there’s a war which Christians wage,
In which no blood is shed;
A strife which makes no murd’rous rage,
A wreath which blooms from age to age,
Upon the victor’s head.

And all that stainless wreath may win,
Who act the warrior’s part;
And but with humble faith begin
The strife with doubt, and self, and sin,—
The warfare of the heart.
(rood soldiers they, and sure to gain
The crown for which they toil;
Since He who leads the valiant train,
Himself has trod the battle-plain,
And borne away the spoil.

On, onward then, ye chosen few!
To you this hope is given—
That while you keep your prize in view,
The glorious path you now pursue
But terminates in heaven!
Edinburgh.

himself up with the pufrifying carcase, than, by
into the sea, to incur the susp.eion of murden In iSue w«
ther these wretched beings scramble a 1
,
with "fishthe rock, when the tide ebbs, and amuse tbemselvew th fish
in-r whi"h is the only employment they have, except that oi
ing, wnun is me m 7
total inaction and entire
trimming their nightly fires, touch total ma
seclusion from all the joys and aids of society- C
-Y
curredby great religious philosophy, which we cannot ima
Se they feel; or by great stupidity, which in pity we must
suppose they possess^ Yet, though this wretched community
is so small, wl are assured it has sometimes beeni a scene°of
misanthropy. Instead of suffering the recollection of tl os
distresses and dangers in which each is ^erted?J^*1
one, to endear that one to him, we are informed tlrf humors
each were so soured that they preyed both on themselves a d
on each other. Il' one sat above, tlie other was commonly
found below. Their meals, too, were solitary: each, like a
brute, growling over his food alone. The emolument of this
arduous post is £20 a year, and provisions while on duty—
The house to live in may fairly be thrown into the bargain.
The whole together is, perhaps, one of the least eugible places
of preferment in Britain; and yet, from a story which Mr.
Smeaton relates, it appears there arc stations still more ineli
gible. A fellow who had got bis livelihood by making leath
ern pipes for engines, grew tired of constantly sitting at work,
and solicited a ‘light-houseman’s place, which, as competitors
are not numerous, he obtained. As the Eddystone boat was
carrying him to take possession of his habitation, one m the
boatmen asked him what could tempt him to give up a profita
ble business to be shut up for months together in a pillar —
‘Why,’ said the man, ‘because I did’nt like confinement.
[New- York Observer.

II. E.

From the Edinburgh Atheneum.
SADNESS.
‘Why is my spirit sad?
Because ’t.is parting, each succeeding year,
With something that it used to hold more dear
Than aught that now remains;
Because the past, like a receding sail,
Flits into dimness, and the lonely gale
O’er vacant waters reigns!

‘ Why Is my spirit sad?
Because no more within my soul there dwell
Thoughts fresh as flowers that fill the mountain dell
With innocent delight.;
Becaese 1 am weary of the strife
That with hot fever taints the springs of life
Making the day seem night!

‘Why is my spirit sad?
Alas! ye did not know the lest—the dead,
Who lov’d with me of yore green paths to tread—
The paths of young romance:
Ye never stood with us, ’neat.h summer skies,
Nor saw the rich light of their tender eyes—
The Eden of their glance!
‘Why is my spirit sad?
'
Have not the beautiful been borne away—
Are not the noble-hearted turned to clay—
Wither’d in root and stem?
I see that others, in whose looks arc met
The radiant, joys of youth, are round me yet,—
But not—but not like them!
‘ I would not be less sad!
My days of mirth are past. Droops o’er my brow
The chief of care in sickly paleness now—
The present is around me;
Would that the future were both come and gone,
And that 1 lay, where, ’neath a nameless stone,
Crush’d feelings could not wound me!

MISCELLANY.
Eddystone Lioht-Housb—Eddystone Light-hpuse is on
a reef of rocks in the English Channel, about 14 miles S.W.
of Plymouth. From their position, these rocks are particu
larly dangerous to ships entering Piymoutli Sound, and have
been the occasion of numerous shipwrecks. Several light
houses erected on these rocks have been destroyed. In 1.759,
Mr. Smeaton completed the present Light-house, entirely of
stone. It is about SO feet high; at times, however, the waves
dash to a prodigious height over its top. Tha following ac
count of this dreary abode is from a late London paper: —
“ The care of this important beacon is committed to four
men, two of whom take the charge of it by turns, and are re
lieved every six weeks. But, as it often happens, especially
in stormy weather, that boats cannot touch at the Eddystone
for many months, a proper quantity of salt provision is always
laid up, as in a ship victualled for a long voyage. In high
winds, such a briny atmosphere surrounds this gloomy soli
tude from the dashing of the waves, that a man exposed to it
could not draw his breath. At these dreadful intervals the
two forlorn inhabitants keep close quarters, and are obliged to
live in darkness and stench, listening to tiie howling storm,
excluded in every emergency from the least hope of assistance,
and without any earthly comfort but what is administered from
theit confidence in the strength of the building in which they
are immured. Once, on relieving this forlorn guard, one of
the men was found dead, his companion choosing rather to shut

Monument to Alexander—We adverted a few days since
to the gigantic undertaking conceived by Nicholas, Emperor
of all the Russias, of erecting a massy column of granite on
one of the public squares of St. Petersburg, to tne memory in
bis brother the late Emperor Alexander. This is undoubtedly
the most stupendous undertaking of the present age and
none but a monarch who possessed an unexhausted treasury,
and who wielded despotic power, would for a moment enter
tain the idea of executing such a magnificent project.
A letter from a friend in St. Petersburg furnishes us some
details respecting this monument, which may be interesting
to our readers.
Tiie dimensions will be as follows:—
Platform of granite, with five steps,
5 English feet.
Pedestal and base,
36
Tiie shaft, a single block of granite,
81
The capital, surmounted with a colossal statue
of Alexander,
35
Total height of the monument,
160
The enormous mass of rock intended for the shaft, in its
rough state nearly 90 feet long, and weighing more than a
million of pounds, was, after immense labor, riven from the
rock of which it formed a part. It was then roughly fashion
ed, and safely conveyed on rollers to the water side, where a
mole had been built, with a bason in the midst, sufficiently
large to contain the enormous flat-bottomed vessel which had
been purposely constructed to receive it on deck, and transport
it from Finland to St. Petersburg. When safely embarked,
three steamers towed the vessel through the Gulf of Finland
to the metropolis—where it arrived safe and was landed on the
quay. It was expect to be conveyed on an inclined plane to
its place of destination, and placed on the scaffolding, 98 feet
square and 36 feet high, from whence it was proposed to erect
ih,
“This last operation,” says the Journal du Commerce,
“more difficult than any of those which have preceded it, will
be particularly interesting. Nearly two thousand men will be
employed at the same time, and conformably to the orders of
his Majesty the Emperor, none but those veterans (vieux
braves) who have served under the orders of the deceased, will
be permitted to assist in erecting the monument, which is de
signed to perpetuate his name.”
The 11th day of September, the jour de fete of St. Alex
ander, was the day appointed for the elevation of this tremen •
dons block of granite, which when beautifully polished, (and
the granite of that country is susceptible of as fine a polish as
the Parisian marble)* is estimated to weigh upwards of 900,000 pounds, or 450 tons—Exeter News Letter.

Expedition to the Niger—Before this meets the public
eye, the commercial expedition for Central Africa will have
sailed from Liverpool. As a jealous secrecy has (perhaps with
great propriety) been preserved concerning it, we have not
much to add to the accounts we have already laid before our
readers. The equipment consists of tiie Quorra, a steam ves
sel of 200 tons, and the Elburha, steamer of less'burden, which
are expected to ascend the river as high as Bousa. Thence
boats and over-land excursions may convey our enterprising
countrymen to places whither they may desire to go. As we
have formerly mentioned, this is simply a mercantile specula
tion, though in unison with the enlightened spirit of the times,
it proposes to combine objects of greater and more genera, in
terest. The leading feature is, to introduce British manufac
tures into regions hitherto unknown to the civilized world;
and, with traffic to diffuse improvements of every kind of which
the natives may be found susceptible. The vessels are accord
ingly laden with articles acceptable to the African population;
and returns of African produce are anticipated by the ship
pers to remunerate them even in the first instance. As we
have also stated, government has nothing to do with the out
fits of this expedition. Lieutenant William Allen, of the
Royal Navy proceeds with it; but without rank or command,
as a passenger, instructed to make surveys and observations,
for which we learn lie is well qualified by his scientific attain
ments. Richard Lander, to whom we owe this grand geogra-

phical discovery, may of course be considered as theheadrf
the party which he accompanies in his third voyage to Afrie
With him is associated Mr. Laird, junior, of Liverpool a
supercargo. Mr. Laird, we understand, is an able engineer
and otherwise intelligent and well informed. Messrs, Brie-r’
and Harris are the master and surgeon; and we presume tie
surgeon to be a sufficient naturalist, and especially a botanist
competent to investigate the very important branches connected with these sciences, either for philosophical or commercial
results. Altogether, we have fervent hopes respecting this de.
sign, and most heartily do we wish it success. We had almost
forgot to notice that the travellers cairy with them a numbet
of copies of an address, prepared in Arabic, by Mr. Salame
and intended to explain the objects of their visit to the native
chiefs and kings. These are on all kinds of colored paper
and being adorned with pictures of the two steam-boats, are
likely enough to be regarded not merely as ambassadorial’Jetters, but as beautiful specimens of the fine arts, by the sove
reigns to whom they are presented—London Literary Guz,
Origin and Native Country of tiie Vine, &c__ Not only
as Chaptal truly remarks, are u e indebted to Asia for civiliza’
tion and the arts, but also for the most of the cultivated grass,
es, fruits and vegetables, and even for the vine. By some au.
thors it lias been supposed to be a native of Syria, but none of
these appear to have possessed any proofs oil the subject—
The accounts of Andre Michaux, who found it in the woods
of Manzanderan, and of Olivier, member of the Trench In
stitute, who saw it in many parts of the mountains of Curfiistan, as well as the circumstance that the most part of our ac
climated fruits, and our domestic animals, come from upper
Asia, banish all doubt of the fact that Persia is its native coun
try.
l’allas also found the vine growing naturally upon the Cas.
pian and upon the Black Sea, and it is also very common ii
the Crimea.
The introduction of the vine to those countries where iti<
now cultivated to the greatest extent, was gradually from mon
eastern climes, whence it was first brought to the southern
parts of Europe. In the time of Homer it grew spontane
ously in the island of Sicily, and probably upon adjacent parts
of the continent; hut it was not improved by skill, nor does
it even appear that the rude inhabitants extracted a liquor from
it. It was not until a thousand years after this period that
Italy could boast, that of the fourscore most celebrated wines,
more than two-thirds were the produce of her own soil.
A highly interesting and curious account is given by Dr.
Sickler, of its gradual migration to Egypt, Sicily, and Greece.
The Phoenicians, who had widely extended their commerce,
and who frequently explored the coasts of the Mediterranean,
introduced the culture of the vine into the isles of the Archi
pelago, and afterwards into the island of Sicily and into Greece:
and lastly to Italy, Provence, and the territory of Marseilles.
\Princes Treatise on the Vi/te.^
Use of Tobacco by the Hottentots.—Mr. Barrow, in his
Travels, speaks of the usi made by the Hottentots of this plant,
for the purpose of destroying snakes: “ A Hottentot,” said he,
“ applied some of it from the short end of his wooden tobaccopipe to the mouth of a snake while darting his tongue. The
effect was as instantaneous as an electric shock; with a con
vulsive motion that was momentary, the snake half untwisted
itself and never stirred more, and the muscles were so contract
ed that the whole animal felt hard and rigid, as if dried in the

In the Land Lottery of Georgia, the names given in are
85,000, and the prizes, (lots of 150 acres,) 13,309. In the
Gold Lottery, the names given in are 233,900, and the prizes
(lots of 40 acres,) 35,000. The wheels containing the names
are so heavy with the tickets, that a strong man can hardly
turn them; and it is thought that'seven months will be con
sumed in the drawing. There are about four blanks to one prize.
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